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We have systematically investigated combinations of anions and cations in a number of protic ionic liquids
based on alkylamines and used ab initio methods to gain insight into the parameters determining their liquid
range and their conductivity. A simple, almost linear, relation of the experimentally determined melting
temperature with the calculated volume of the anion forming the ionic liquid is found, whereas the dependence
of the melting temperature with increasing cation volume goes through a minimum for relatively short side
chain length. On the basis of the present results, we propose a strategy to predict the nature of protic ionic
liquids in terms of low vapor pressure and conductivity. Comparisons with previously reported strategies for
prediction of melting temperatures for aprotic ionic liquids are also made.

I. Introduction

The usefulness of ionic liquids (ILs), materials composed
entirely of ions that are fluid at temperatures below 100°C,1

has in recent years been recognized in many fields of science
and technology. As a result, the number of compounds classified
as ILs has grown exponentially. ILs, with their readily adjustable
properties, are now used with success as “green” solvents in
chemical process industries where they replace the conventional
volatile solvents at the same time as they simplify separation
of the products and increase the yield.1,2 Another area where
they have received a lot of recent attention concerns electro-
chemical devices. The main reasons why ILs are promising in
such applications are their inflammability, high ionic conductiv-
ity, and very low vapor pressures.3 This means that energy
conversion devices based on these materials as electrolytes can
be made considerably safer and can have improved performance
compared with the conventional aqueous and nonaqueous
electrolytes used today.

Most of the ILs studied for use in electrochemical devices
are aprotic and studied for battery application purposes,4,5 but
recently protic ILs (PILs) were proposed6 and tested as fuel
cell (FC) electrolytes.7 This is due to their proton conducting
properties, the very low vapor pressure even at temperatures
above the boiling point of water, and their wide liquid
temperature range (up to 350°C8). Replacing the water-based
low-temperature FC systems of today with PIL based electro-
lytes could thus increase their working temperatures to well
above 100°C, reducing the catalyst poisoning problem and
subsequently reduced load demands. In addition, the replacement
circumvents many of the unsolved problems of water manage-
ment in the polymer electrolyte membrane FC’s of today. The
working temperature range of a PIL is set by the melting
temperature (Tm) and its boiling point or its decomposition
temperature. These temperatures can vary substantially between

different PILs, for reasons presently not fully understood and
is therefore a subject of study in this work.

PILs are formed by transfer of a proton from an acid (AH)
to a base (B) of a Brønsted acid-base pair. In the aprotic ILs
the transferred species is any group of higher complexity than
a proton. PILs often have higher conductivities and fluidities
than the aprotic ILs. The PILs, where the sizes of the ions are
small, also tend to melt at lower temperatures than their aprotic
analogues.9 The obvious difference of the PILs compared with
aprotic ILs is the reversible hydrogen transfer between the acid
and the base. This implies that for PILs where the transfer is
weak the properties are closer to the corresponding binary liquid,
e.g., a non-negligible vapor pressure at elevated temperatures,10

whereas the aprotic ILs keep their ionic character until
decomposition. Previously some of us reported that for PILs
the degree of proton transfer, measured as the aqueous acidity
difference (∆pKa), influences the excess boiling point (the
increased boiling temperature, compared to the arithmetic mean
of the boiling temperature of the acid and base).10 As the proton-
transfer free energy increases, the PILs become more similar
to aprotic ILs in terms of ionic character.

A crucial demand on a PIL for FC application is high proton
conductivity. This demands the high fluidity or high diffusion
rate of the proton transporting species. High proton conductivity
can also come from proton hopping, or Grotthuss,11 mechanisms.
For hopping to occur in PILs based on amines, with only one
acceptor site for the proton, the proton has to be able to hop
back and forth between the acid and the base. This will not
happen in systems with complete proton transfer, nor will it
happen in acid base binary mixtures. The maximum hopping
will occur for intermediate proton-transfer ratios, where the
energy needed to transfer the proton should only equal the
activation energy. The energy for the proton transfer is also
important at the electrodes where the protons are transferred to
and from the electrolyte. It is thus likely that the degree of proton
transfer is important for the oxygen overpotential in PIL based
FC.8

The properties of different ILs can vary substantially. It is
therefore of utmost importance to find a simple and cost-
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effective way to screen the optimal properties of new ILs without
going through the slow process of synthesizing each combina-
tion. There are many recent studies in the literature where
calculations have been applied to the ionic liquid field to gain
insight into, for instance, conductivity or melting temperature.12-15

A very recent study by Krossing et al. uses lattice and solvation
free energies to explain the melting temperature in ILs.16

However, none of the calculational studies mentioned above
concerns PILs, and our goal here is to calculate molecular level
properties of PILs and draw conclusions on their melting
temperature and conductivity determined from experiments.

Lately the interest in PILs has increased but so far the most
extensive experimental work has been conducted in one of our
labs.6,8,9A few additional studies mostly concerning imidazolium
based IL are available17-20 including one study by Susan et al.
of different PILs composed of the acid bis(trifluoromethane-
sulfonyl)imide (HTFSI) and various amines.7 Here they reported
successful FC tests using the Im/HTFSI PIL as electrolyte,
although with a high overpotential. It has been reported that
imidazolium poisons the electrode,21 arguably by binding
strongly to the platinum (111) surface22 and subsequently
imidazolium ILs are excluded in our study. Our experimental
work includes a large number of combinations of acids and bases
and makes an excellent data base for systematic comparisons
with calculational results. Although some of the compounds in
this study haveTm > 100 °C we choose to call all of them
PILs, for brevity.

In our present calculations we consider acid/base (1:1) pairs,
and the separate acids and bases, in the gas phase, with focus
on monosubstituted alkylamine bases. With this simple model
it is possible to investigate many different acid base pairs as
the degrees of freedom for the system are at an acceptable level.
We investigate what factors that determine the FC working
temperature of PILs, and also how the extent of proton transfer
affects the conductivity, and finally give recommendations on
how to design PILs with high conductivities within a desired
temperature range.

II. Calculational and Experimental Details

II.a. Materials. The main system of study are PILs of the
common base ethylamine (EA) and acids (AH) of varying
aqueous acidity (pKa) following the series formic acid<
hydrofluoric acid < phosphoric acid< sulfamic acid <
tetrafluoroboric acid< trifluoroacetic acid< methanesulfonic
acid< nitric acid< sulfuric acid< triflic acid (Table 1).23-25

However, the pKa value of the hydrofluoric acid (HF) is
misleading, as HF is the strongest acid of them all if measured
by the Hammet acidity function (H0 ) -15.1 for HF vs-14

for triflic acid).26-28 For a majority of the acids we have
extended the study to include several bases (B) of different alkyl
chain length from no side chain in ammonia (NH3) (all PILs)
to methylamine (MA) and butylamine (BA) (Table 1).

The PILs were prepared by reaction of an equimolar (slight
amine excess) amount of acid and base, either neat or in an
aqueous solution, by dropwise addition of the acid to the amine
at low temperature. Pure PILs were achieved after evaporation
of any excess amine along with the water at 80°C in vacuum
using a rotary evaporator. For full details on preparation
procedures as well asTm, viscosity, density, and ionic conduc-
tivity measurements see ref 29. Note that the conductivity was
measured by impedance spectroscopy and is thus always total
ionic conductivity.

II.b. Ab initio Calculations. Ab initio calculations were used
to optimize the geometries of the acid base pairs and their
different components, starting from several initial structures, at
the HF/6-31++G** level. Both protonated and deprotonated
structures were optimized for all the acids and bases. The
optimizations were followed by frequency calculations to make
sure that the resulting structures were true minima. These
structures were further optimized using the hybrid density
functional B3LYP30-32 and the electron correlation method
MP233 with the same basis set. The results from the three
calculational models are in excellent agreement and we here
only present the results from the MP2 calculations, as electron
correlation has been found to be important for materials with
proton transfer and hydrogen bonds.34,35

The energy difference (∆E) for transferring the proton was
calculated as the difference in total energy of proton transferred
acid-base system and the acid-base system:

The interaction enthalpy∆Hint of an ion pair was calculated as
the difference in sum of the total energy and the electronic and
thermal enthalpies at 298.15 K of the two ions and of the most
stable ion pair (eq 2). For vacuum calculations, the difference
between E and H is very small and consist mainly of the zero
point energy andkBT.36 The interaction enthalpy is positive in
our calculations because the energy of ions in the gas phase is
much less favorable than for neutral molecules.

Solvation free energies for the ions were calculated at 298.15
K by a continuum method (CPCM)37,38 using a predefined
solvent with a dielectric constant of 10.36 (CH2ClCH2Cl). The

TABLE 1: Tm, ∆Tm, and ∆E for PILs of Different Acids and Bases

Tm (°C) ∆Tm (°C)

acid pKa
23-25 NH3 MA EA BA NH 3 MA EA BA

∆E (kJ mol-1)
B ) EA

formic acid, HCOOH 3.75 120 -22 -73 -47 155 21 -37 -26 507
hydrofluoric acid, HFa 3 125 -11 4 206 76 85 411
phosphoric acid, H3PO4 2.12 193 97 110 114 211 122 129 118 427
sulfamic acid, H2NSO3H 1 133 61 88 70 -2 10 395
tetrafluoroboric acid, HBF4 0.5 230 188 152 198 314 280 240 268 b
trifluoroacetic acid, CF3COOH 0.5, 0.23,-0.25 125 54 172 102 416
nitric acid, HNO3 -1.3 169 105 13 >20c 254 197 99 420
methanesulfonic acid, CH3SO3H -0.6,-2.6 183 91 113 132 212 128 143 147 406
sulfuric acid, H2SO4 -3, -9 116 73 32 34 150 115 67 53 366
triflic acid, CF3SO3H -14,-16 225 172 242 - 190 320

a Stoichiometric ratio of 2:1 is needed for HF neutralization reaction with an amine.b HBF4 decomposes into HF and BF3 upon optimization on
all calculational levels used, thus∆E could not be calculated.c A melting temperature of above room temperature is given in ref 49.

∆E ) E(A- + BH+) - E(AH + B) (1)

∆Hint ) H(A-) + H(BH+) - H(A-H-B) (2)
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continuum method is used to reduce the effect of performing
the calculations in vacuum.

∆Gsolv is defined as the sum of the solvation free energies of
the two ions. In the work of Krossing et al. their ILs dielectric
constant (ε) varied between 10 and 15 and their∆Gsolv was
calculated by continuum quantum mechanical methods using
measuredε of each IL obtained from dielectric spectroscopy.16

In their work the dielectric constant was used as one parameter
for prediction of the exact melting point. They also used the
melting point value to predictε. In our calculations however,
we only use the solvation method, with a predefined solvent,
as a tool to get a rough estimate of the solvation energy.
Calculating∆Gsolv for theε ) 10 andε ) 20 for our PILs results
in a systematic shift in∆Gsolv for our ions of∼20 kJ mol-1,
which according to Krossing et al. in the worst case scenario
can shift the melting temperature prediction 20-30 °C.

The volume of each specie was calculated by a Monte Carlo
integration method inside a contour of 0.001 e bohr-3 density.
The volume was calculated 7 times to get a statistically reliable
value (mean standard deviation of 6%). The total volume was
obtained by adding the values of the two ions. The theoretical
molecular density was calculated by taking the ratio of the molar
mass of the ions (in u) divided by the calculated volume of the
ion pair (in bohr3). All quantum mechanical calculations were
performed using the Gaussian 03 software.36

II.c. Thermodynamic Calculations. The free energy of
fusion (∆Gfus) was calculated by a method developed by
Krossing et al.:16

Here∆Glatt
T ) ∆Hlatt

T - T∆Slatt
T, where the lattice enthalpies

and entropies are obtained using volume based empirical
formulas from refs 39 and 40.∆Slatt

T is obtained as the difference
between the lattice entropy (at 298.15 K) and the sum of the
gas-phase entropies of the ions at the specific temperature (T).
The solvation free energy (∆Gsolv) is calculated by continuum
methods (for details see above) in the thermodynamic cycle
described in ref 16. The magnitude of∆Gsolv is in the same
level as ∆Glatt whereas∆Gcorr is only a minor correction
parameter to compensate for calculating the∆Gsolv at room
temperature, and not at the actual melting temperature (for
details see ref 16).

We also used a variation of the method above where the∆Hlatt

was exchanged by the interaction enthalpy∆Hint (see eq 2) to
obtain the free energy of fusion∆Gfus(int). The temperature for
which ∆Gfus ) 0 is the predictedTm for each method.

III. Results and Discussion

First we compare our computed volumes with volumes
obtained from density measurements. Second we present results
of Tm of the PILs and compare our results with those obtained
earlier for ILs16 and discuss the factors that influencesTm. Third
we turn to conductivity and present a hypothesis on how to
construct a PIL with high conductivity.

As many of the parameters used in this work are based on
molecular volumes, it is especially important to know how
reliable are the calculated volumes. We present results for both
mono- and polysubstituted alkylamine based PILs. That is where
substitution of one or several hydrogen atoms on the amine by
an alkyl chain of up to four carbon atoms in the backbone. The
ab initio computed volumes were compared with the actual
volumes of 15 PILs obtained from density measurements. As
can be seen in Figure 1 the gas-phase calculations give an

excellent description of the volumes even in condensed phase
media. (The standard deviation is∼6%.) Thus we can use the
calculated volumes for our correlations from now on. Adding
together the volumes of the individual ions gave a larger total
volume and thus a better description of the condensed media
volume than using the calculated volume of an ion pair. Our
calculated volumes are smaller than the corresponding measured
PIL volume but larger than the volumes obtained from crystal
data.41-43 The fact that we have very good agreement between
calculated and measured volumes implies that the electron
density cut off used in the calculations reflects the packing
density of the PIL in the condensed phase, or that the
compression from the electrostatic forces eliminates the packing
spare space.

In Table 1 we present experimental data ofTm for all PILs
and it can be observed that the influence of the acid is most
significant. Our starting point for the investigation of the origin
of this difference is to relate to the density of the PILs by using
the molecular weights and the calculated sizes of the PILs. The
crystallization and melting of a PIL should depend on the
packing properties of the ions and their pairwise interactions.44

For the ethylammonium based PILs, the main focus of this
paper, the general trend is increasingTm with increasing
molecular mass density, Figure 2. It must be noted that there is
some scatter in the data. In the calculation of the molecular
density we have used the volume of one ion pair. However,
this volume does not differ significantly from the sum of the
volume of the isolated ions, which means that important shape
parameters influencing the packing are lost. As a consequence
this density parameter cannot be used to explain the influence
of side chain length variations of the cation. Our calculated

∆Gfus
T ) ∆Glatt

T + ∆Gsolv
298.15+ ∆Gcorr (3)

Figure 1. Correlation of computed volumes and volumes obtained
from density measurements, the line is the best linear fit (y ) (0.85(
0.04)x + 105 ( 62).

Figure 2. Tm versus the calculated molecular mass density for PILs
based on EA (std deviation) 47 K).
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density values decrease gradually with increasing alkyl side
chain of the base, which is not the case for the corresponding
Tm.

For the cation side chain influence, the volume in itself seems
to be a more important parameter. This can be seen in Figure
3 where theTm dependence of the cation for each anion is
investigated. We observe a decrease inTm for all systems from
the symmetric ammonia to methylamine. For all PILs except
those with FHF-, H2PO4

-, and CH3SO3
- anionsTm decreases

as the alkyl chain length increases, through a minimum for the
ethylammonium PILs, before a final increase. Three PILs lack
methylammonium baseTm data, Table 1.

Using the volume correlation also for different anions, the
Tm dependence on volume grows with the size of the cation
from being almost independent in the case of ammonia to a
very strong dependence for the butylamine PILs, Figure 4a-d.
The higher symmetry of the ammonium cation is believed to
cause the significantly higher melting temperatures of its
corresponding PILs. (The same high symmetry can be the reason
why all BF4-based PILs have higherTm than expected from the
volume data.)

Simple volume based correlations give some insight into the
Tm dependencies of PILs. It is, however, likely that even more
could be gained by turning to the laws of thermodynamics:

The free energy (G) has to be lower in the liquid state than in
the crystal for the PIL to melt. The enthalpy contribution for
salts (∆H), mainly the lattice energy, has for aprotic ILs recently
been shown to be approximately proportional to the inverse of
the cube root of volume.45 For the entropies, Glasser reported
on a linear increase in∆S with volume of the ions in aprotic
ILs.46 The variation in the literature data, from which the relation
is based, is however substantial, reporting both increasing and
decreasing∆S with increasing ion size for short cation side
chains, whereas predominantly increasing∆S for longer side
chains.46 Applying these volume based lattice enthalpies and
entropies to our PILs implies that bigger ions should give a
lower Tm. Figure 4, however, shows the opposite trend for all
the monosubstituted alkylamine bases, which implies that∆S
must have a size dependence larger than the enthalpy, a
dependency that becomes stronger with increased alkyl chain
length or that another important parameter is missing.

As discussed above an increase in cation size does not
influenceTm the same way as the anion size does. It is thus

likely that the cation size influences∆Smore than it does∆H,
for protic systems and has a maximum value for a certain side
chain length. This is reasonable in systems where the volume
of the anion and cation is on the same size order, as increasing
the length of the cation side chain results in an increase in the
degrees of freedom (dof), dof∼ 3N, whereN is the number of
atoms. The increase will continue until the available free volume
of the system is more or less used and the side chain flexibility
is restricted by contacts with their neighbors. When the side
chains are longer, they will also start to interact more strongly
with each other by van der Waals interactions, which increase
the melting temperature.47 Our data show this behavior for all
individual acids when the length of the base alkyl chain is
increased, Figure 3. All PILs show approximately the same
curvature with a minimumTm for an alkyl chain length of 1-3
methylene units. A maximum value of∆S, and consequently a
minimum in Tm, for the ethyl side chain length in 1-alkyl-3-
methyl-imidazole bis(trifluoromethanesulfonyl)imide aprotic ILs
have recently been reported by Tokuda et al.48 in agreement
with our Tm data.

The same reasoning can, however, not explain the variation
in Tm seen in Figure 4 for the different acids, as the dof of the
acids should be comparable. It is thus more likely that the reason
for the difference inTm with anion variation should be a
consequence of∆H. It is argued that in a liquid system, with
uniformly distributed ions of opposite charge, a Madelung
energy develops that is comparable to that of the corresponding
crystal.10 This energy can, however, differ in our systems as
the degree of proton transfer in the different PILs can vary in
contrast to aprotic ILs where all systems are fully ionic.
Therefore the simple lattice energy formula used for aprotic ILs
might be inapplicable to PILs.

Figure 3. Tm versus volume (A- + BH+) for the PILs. Each line
connects a sequence of PILs with identical anions and varying cation
side chain length. The two sequences with dotted lines lackTm values
of the MA PILs.Tm values for propylamine PIL are added for nitrate,49

formate, hydrogen sulfate, and sulfamate. For the propylamine PILs
of the nitrate and the sulfamate as well as the butylammonium nitrate,
the Tm values (marked with *) are experimentally uncertain.

∆G ) ∆H - T∆S (4)

Figure 4. Tm versus volume (A- + BH+) for (a) ammonia based PILs,
(b) MA based PILs, (c) EA based PILs, and (d) BA based PILs,
respectively. The PIL with BF4- as the anion (marked with *) has a
Tm higher than the trend-line for all cations.
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As previously mentioned, Krossing et al. very recently used
a third parameter, the free energy of solvation (∆Gsolv) together
with the lattice enthalpy and the entropy from Glasser’s approach
to explain the melting temperature in aprotic ILs.16 In their work
they used∆Gsolv calculated by continuum methods with the use
of measuredε of each IL obtained from dielectric spectros-
copy.16 Assuming roughly similarε for the PILs as for the ILs
and using a solvent withε similar to the ILs discussed above
for all PILs we can get a rough estimate on how∆Gsolv varies
in our systems. This is possible as the variations in∆Gsolv

between the different ions are larger than the difference of∆Gsolv

calculated by differentε. The∆Gsolv for the series of alkylam-
monium ions is most negative for the ammonium ion and
increases gradually until it converges to a constant value for
BuNH3

+ and cations with longer side chains. The variations in
∆Gsolv for the anions are slightly higher than for the cations
(∼70 kJ mol-1 to be compared with 45 kJ mol-1 for the cations).
Applying Krossing’s method to our PILs does not give any
correlation with the experimentally obtainedTm (Figure 5). The
scatter in ourTm data is still comparable to the data reported
by Krossing. It is not surprising that the deviation of the
predicted from the experimentalTm is large using Krossing’s
approach, because the general trend is increasingTm with the
increasing size of the anions. Regarding the cation dependence,
because∆Gsolv is most negative for the ammonium PILs and
increases for cations with a longer alkyl chains, this approach
predicts an increasingTm decrease with increasing alkyl chain
length for all the PILs, instead of a minimumTm for a relatively
short alkyl chain as seen by experiments.

In an attempt to improve the model, we calculated the
interaction enthalpy∆Hint (eq 2) by ab initio methods. This
approach, however, does not improve anything (Figure 5), rather
it also predicts the wrong trend when∆Hint and Tm are
compared. The ability to form ions, i.e., to transfer the proton,
is also likely to be important for the melting temperature as it
affects the number of charged species and hence the interactions.
Using∆Hint for the interaction energy does not take the degree
of proton transfer into account and is thus a likely source of
error. We correlate the ability to form ions to∆E (eq 1), where
an ionic system with a small∆E value is more stable than one
with a large∆E value. Using∆E together with our interaction
enthalpy (∆Hint - ∆E) as a measure of the interaction energy
produces a correct generalTm trend. This new interaction energy,
however, is much lower and can therefore not be used in the
thermodynamic cycle to predict the trueTm. The third parameter
in Krossing’s approach,∆Gsolv, is indeed an important parameter

also for PILs. In fact, a plot ofTm vs∆Gsolv gives roughly linear
dependence for ethylamine based PILs, Figure 6. The standard
deviation for this correlation is of the same order as for the
density correlation, Figure 2. This correlation is also applicable
to the PILs based on ammonium, methylammonium and
butylammonium when the anion is varied.

A PIL that has a much more positive∆E value than the others
is ethylammonium formate (EAFm). EAFm also has a very low
Tm, which likely is caused by the low degree of proton transfer,
i.e., a low ionic character in the solid material. This difference
between EAFm and the rest of the PILs can be exemplified by
comparing the difference between the arithmetic mean of the
Tm for the pure acid and base and that of theTm of the PIL,
∆Tm, and their corresponding∆E, Table 1. All PILs but EAFm
(and to some extent ethylammonium sulfamate that is solid up
to 200°C where it decomposes) have positive values of∆Tm,
which is expected when a salt is formed. Furthermore, EAFm
does not show a one-step weight loss (TGA) as the other PILs,29

but instead a two-step process. This is the typical behavior of
a binary liquid mixture with non-negligible vapor pressure.∆E
is thus important for the classification into poor or good ionic
liquids with respect to ionicity.

The working temperature, limited by the liquid range, is not
the sole important property of a PIL for FC applicationss
conductivity is just as important. TheTm values for the studied
PILs span over 200°C with nonmatching temperature windows
of the liquid state, and their conductivities can therefore not be
compared at a common temperature. Furthermore, the conduc-
tivity is very dependent on the viscosity, as can be seen in Figure
7 (inset). To be able to compare the PILs and to compensate
for the viscosity dependence, we use the conductivity at a
common viscosityη, namely 1.2 mPa s, (“η-scaled conductiv-
ity”). This way we decouple the viscosity dependence and only
look at the ionic conductivity. A drawback of this approach is
that the conductivity is for different temperatures, which might
affect the equilibrium constant of proton transfer: at high
temperature the PIL is closer to the temperature where the proton
is transferred back to the acid. This might influence the
possibility of the Grotthuss mechanism for the different systems
as an intermediate number of protons might be transferred at
that specific temperature resulting in a higher probability of
reversible transfer between the sites.

Viscosity data exist for three PILs (ethylammonium nitrate
(EAN), ethylammonium hydrogen sulfate (EAS), and EAFm);
for these the maximumη-scaled conductivity is found for EAN,
closely followed by EAS, and a clear jump down to EAFm,
Figure 7. The most probable explanation of the lower conduc-
tivity of EAFm is the lower degree of proton transfer and, as a

Figure 5. Tm (experimental) versusTm predicted for EA based PILs
using Krossing’s method16 (filled triangles) and our method with∆Hint

(squares). Also shown are the aprotic IL data taken from ref 16 (open
triangles).

Figure 6. Tm versus∆Gsolv for EA based PILs (std deviation)
39 K).
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consequence, fewer charge carriers contributing to the conduc-
tivity. Consequently, EAS should have a higher charge carrier
concentration than EAN. However, this is dependent on the
relation between the value of∆E and ideal∆E for a complete
proton transfer. The observed lower conductivity might be due
to the slower diffusion of HSO4- (EAS) than NO3

- (EAN),
based on anion size. It can also be an indication that another
transport process is present in PILs, apart from the vehicular,
and that this transport process changes with∆E. An intermediate
∆E value (as for EAN) should, however, give a degree of proton
transfer that possibly maximizes conductivity as the number of
charge carriers are high and simultaneously some sites are
available for the Grotthuss type transport. If the temperature at
which the conductivity is measured influences the type of
transport in the PIL, it would in fact favor EAS rather than EAN,
as a higher temperature above the correspondingTm is needed
for EAS to get the same viscosity as EAN. If data points should
be available for systems with even lower∆E, the conductivity
is expected to converge to a constant value for all fully ionic
systems. Thus∆E seem to be a prominent factor determining
the higher conductivity PIL at constant viscosity.

Another approach to compare the conductivities, also attain-
able for PILs with no available viscosity data, is to use the
conductivity at the same temperature aboveTm (+10,+30, and
+60 °C). The same behavior, as for constant viscosity, is found
with a maximum conductivity for EAN, Figure 8. Here we have
fitted the data with anx3-curve. Motivated by that, a decrease
in conductivity for smaller∆E indicated is not very likely, as

an even smaller∆E arguably should not give a significantly
more ionic system. To obtain a PIL with high conductivity, the
magnitude of∆E must be reasonably high; otherwise, the system
will have low ionicity. The observed trend in conductivity could
simply be a measure of the viscosity, but EAFm having a very
low viscosity clearly contradicts this. On the other hand,∆E
could also be an important factor for the viscosity for all PILs
that are not fully ionic, as it is a measure of the ionic interactions,
whereas for fully ionic systems the viscosity should be
independent of∆E.

IV. Conclusions

The Tm of PILs cannot be estimated by the same approach
as recently proposed for aprotic ILs by Krossing et al., probably
due to a bad description of the PIL lattice energy by this method.
Still the Tm of a specific PIL is to a large extent determined by
the size of its anions and cations. For any given anion the PIL
melting temperature has a minimum for a monosubstituted
alkylamine of a chain length of 1-3 carbon atoms. The PILs
generally have higher melting temperatures the larger their anion
size. Another important parameter is the solvation energy that
preferably for low melting PILs should have a large negative
value for the ingoing ions. Thus, by considering the density,
volume, and∆Gsolv of the ions, it is possible to choose the
beginning of the working temperature range (Tm) for PIL based
electrolytes by changing the size of the ingoing ions. Depending
on ∆E the PIL will keep its ionic character all the way up to
the decomposition temperature.∆E is important not only for
the decomposition temperature but also for the ionicity of the
PIL and hence their conductivity.
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